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Saving the City's Money—The Success of Uniform Municipal Accounting

By Don E. Mowry.

Municipal graft ! We have heard all about

it, I dare say, and we are becoming weary

with the characteristic way in which reform-

ers are exposing American municipal methods.

What we need, most of all, is reform in the

city's methods of doing business, not an ex-

pose of the evils in city government.

That authority on city affairs, Frederick A.

Cleveland, says that a better system of muni-

cipal accounts is the first step in municipal
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reform. The truth of this statement is being

demonstrated. Today, upwards of 25 organ-

izations have committees for the consideration

of uniform municipal accounts. The aim is

to devise methods for checking the financial

waste and instituting economies which will

result in an estimated saving of fully 15% to

the tax-payers.

The National Municipal League has been

active in the field and its schedules have been

adopted, in part, in Chicago, Baltimore, Provi-

dence, Boston, and by the state auditor of

Ohio. Some years ago, the League of Ameri-

can Municipalities, which has taken up the

cause in real earnest, adopted the following:

"A uniform system of accounting, applicable

to every municipality in the state, formulated

and audited by the state
;
designed to show

the entire and true costs of all public utilities

owned and operated by municipalities, is the

most effective check on unwise expediencies,

and the most reliable guide to current munici-

pal policy that can be devised."

You ask, "Why this agitation?" Because
the accounts of cities show the exercise of no
central control. There is not even a sem-
blance of uniformity. I have before me the

reports of some twenty cities and if you
should ask me to give you the figures for a

particular item, from all of these cities, it

could not be done. I would have to ask you
to wait until I could write to the comptroller,

or some other official, and get the informa-

tion. I might not be successful, even then,

because some cities issue reports every two
years. In that case, we would have to wait

at least a year.

Our cities are a law unto themselves, for

the most part. Dr. F. R. Clow tells us, in

his monograph on City Finances in the United
States, that prior to 1887 one of the leading

cities in Wisconsin kept its city accounts in

the note book of its clerk. It was even diffi-

cult to know what were the resources and
liabilities of the city of Chicago, prior to

1894. In general, city books are kept open
for several years, or until the expenses in-

curred during the years are collected. There
is too much dependence upon the inspection

of expert accountants, employed for a short

period, to straighten out the city's books.

Cities like Duluth and Mobile are hopelessly

entangled in this way. And the public takes

only a passing interest in the city's finances,

because they are so intricate, and difficult to

understand.

Statistical accuracy, in many cities, is an
unknown quantity. Rochester does not issue

a report at all, a saving, until a few years

ago, of what would have been worthless data.

Rochester is one of the largest cities in this

class, but not the only one. There are over
100 cities that issue no financial reports, other
than what appears in the press from time to

time. Judging from those which Tr have be-

fore me. I should say that fully one-half of
those which are issued are mere pretensions,

from the standpoint of information. In 1901,

according to an authority who investigated

the subject, 37 cities issued reports of over
100 pages, in one-half of which no attempt
was made at perspicuous arrangement.
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State administrative control, so conspicu-

ous in European cities, is only beginning to

be recognized as a necessity in the United

States. Think of it ! There are no limits

fixed as to the rate of taxation in the cities

of New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Cali-

fornia, Colorado and Michigan, although there

are exceptions to this statement. In many
states, taxes for all divisions are collected by

the county authorities. It is the general ar-

rangement, however, that the city receives

from the county the taxes that it has levied.

Then, county government decays, as a result

of urban growth. In Philadelphia, St. Louis,

San Francisco, and Denver, I believe, the

county treasurer, auditors and clerks have

disappeared. Their functions are now per-

formed by the city officials.

The council is too powerful in making up
the yearly budget. The work is often turned

over to the executive who can and who does

handle the funds in their making. Recent

legislative tendencies indicate that the execu-

tive is playing with politics and finance, with-

out discriminating, without judging that there

is a difference between the two.

It may be interesting to know that two-

thirds of our cities fix the maximum rate to

be levied, and that one-half of these levy to

that limit. The city seems to have an inde-

pendent system of taxation, peculiar to itself.

The movement for uniform municipal ac-

counts is no longer a theory. It may have

been so considered in 1892, but the recent

steps which have been taken in this direction

prove to us that the plan is feasible. In

Minnesota, Massachusetts, Wyoming, Ohio

and Iowa the success of uniform accounts

cannot be disputed. S. N. D. North. Director

of the United States Census, in a recent ad-

dress in Boston, said that the next census

would undoubtedly show that one-half of our

population is living in cities. The last census

showed us that only one-quarter of the people

resided in urban communities. This fact em-

phasizes the more strongly the necessity for

putting business methods into practice in the

handling of city accounts.

Perhaps the most practical demonstration

of the need of uniform city accounts, from

the statistical standpoint, was exemplified

when the Bureau of Commerce and Labor

gathered its statistics of cities having a popu

lation of over 30.000. in 1905. There was

fully six months difference in the date of

closing accounts, and some cities did not

strike a balance until six months after the

fiscal year ended. This necessitated the de-

lay of a year, before all data could be collect-

ed. The average length of time consumed

in tabulating the returns of a county was
just a week. In Minnesota, where county
uniformity in accounts is universal, the time

consumed was less than a day.

The following table, based upon census
data for 1905, shows the annual expenses, in

several departments, for five cities of about
the same population

:

CITY

Cincinnati ..

Detroit
Milwaukee..
NewOrleans
Washington

Police Health Charities Recrea-
tion

561,9R3
590.473
346,952
243,377
806,357

51,438
22.040

33,731
47,188
42,723

410,494
136,991

19,808

100.298

839,304

61,046
184,362

95,706
42,997

331,024

Receipts
General
Revenues
4,677,142
4,801,759
4,310,349
4,538,445
10,697,008

We wonder why New Orleans spends the
least amount, of the five cities in its police
department. We would like to know if De-
troit is the most healthful city of the group,
and if Milwaukee has, relatively speaking,
few cases for charity. What is the necessity
for such an expenditure for recreation in

Washington? Some of these questions we
can answer, some we may not be able to

answer without studying local conditions.

When city accounts are uniformly placed
upon a working statistical basis we will be able

to compare, analyze and digest the finances

of cities that are on a par with each other

in point of population. We will be able to

improve our own methods of handling ac-

counts. Our interest in municipal finance,

a very dull subject today, will be aroused.

We will be able to see where we are making
mistakes—where we are spending too much
and where we are spending too little.

As early as 1878, Minnesota instituted a

system of uniform county accounts. The
plan was extended so that the cities of St.

Paul (1892) and Minneapolis (1903) came
under the law. The method employed in

these two cities is comprehensive. The re-

ports emphasize the assistance which is rend-
1

ered by such accounts in solving the problems

of city government. Before this law was
passed it was impossible to ascertain from the

books kept what property was owned by the

city, or the cost thereof ; and no figures

could be produced to show the necessity for

an indebtedness of $10,000,000. Deferred

assessments of over $1,000,000 did not appear

anywhere on the books. It was impossible to

say just what was the condition of any fund

created by the city charter

Harvey S. Chase, Public Auditor and Ac-
countant for Boston, took up the task of

finding out how Boston's accounts compare 1

with other cities. His statistics were obtained
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from the Census Bureau at Washington, 1/1

the main, because local figures were TtOt re-

liable. He selected ten representative citie:-.

Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Baltimore,

Cleveland, Buffalo, Milwaukee, Providence,

Indianapolis and Kansas City. Along with

these, he compared New York City in a sep-

arate column.

Boston's per capita expenditure exceeded

that of New York by 18.5% ; and the average

of the ten cities by 17.2%. The running ex-

penses exceeded those of New York by 8%
and the average of the ten cities by 145%.

In his report, Mr. Chase said: "Where does

the money which Boston raises in excess of

other cities come from? From a high rate

of special revenues, licenses, etc., or from the

proceeds of bonds sold, or what? And where

does the money go? What departments are

spending out of proportion to those of other

cities and how can these expenditures be re-

duced?" Then he proceeded to show where

Boston was spending unnecessarily. He
showed different departments the practical

opportunity for the reduction of expenditures

In Massachusetts the municipal problem is

essentially important ; 55 million dollars is ex-

pended in the cities, annually, while the state

spends about 20 millions. A year or so ago
complete returns of all cities was required by

law, on uniform schedules. It is safe to pre-

dict that within a few years the state of

Massachusetts will furnish us with valuable

figures on how to conduct city finances.

When the state of Wyoming was admitted

to the Union in 1890, provision was made for

a state examiner of all accounts. Complete
statements of the accounts of cities and coun-

ties are required as often as the examiner
demands them. He visits city treasurers and
county treasurers without giving them notice.

He verifies assets and securities, looks into

the accounts of banks, and he may examine
all accounts and records of all institutions in

the state of a public character. The state

examiner writes that their office has accom-
plished a great deal in the way of unifying

accounts, supervising expenditures and in

auditing. "We have not had a defalcation in

15 years," he says. "My judgment is that

our loss for this period will not exceed an
approximate of $100 per annum."

Iowa has just adopted a uniform system of

municipal accounts. This is the first year,

and the annual reports from cities are coming
in. Schedules have been provided for cities

of the first and second class. There are 94
of these that will make reports the first year.

A schedule is likewise provided for unincor-

porated municipalities, under 2,000 inhabit-

ants. Of these, 705 will make the report.

The Illinois legislature, in 1902, passed a

bill to establish uniform accounting in the

state. The Governor vetoed the measure.

Politics.

All cities of New York, except New York
City and Buffalo, are requiied to make re-

ports on uniform schedules to the Secretary

of State.

Various cities have seen the need of a

better system of bookkeeping. They have

secured the services of expert accountants

and have started in on a new financial era.

Chicago is the most conspicuous example.

The most effective and comprehensive sys-

tem of accountancy was established in Ohio
in 1902. In that year a municipal code was
adopted, providing for the establishment of

a bureau for the inspection and supervision

of public officers and accounts of cities, towns,

villages, townships and school districts. The
state auditor prescribes the financial reports.

In reviewing the work of the bureau, Gilbert

H. Stewart, general counsel for the Ohio
State Board of Commerce, says that uniform
accountancy has been established in 70 cities,

88 counties, 720 villages, 1,347 townships and
2,555 school districts. In every instance

where the system has been put into operation

it has been satisfactory.

"Three-quarters of a million dollars of mis-

appropriated public money was recovered by
the system of supervision and several of the

guilty officials were imprisoned."

Every office is uniform throughout the

state. Separate accounts are kept for every

appropriation, each department and all public

service industries. Accounts are uniform in

the same class. Cities are classified accord-

ing to population, and comparative statistics

issued by the bureau of inspection and super-

vision enable us to see at a glance what each

city has expended, whether it be for actual,

ordinary or extraordinary items.

They are doing things in Ohio, Wyoming,
Iowa, Massachusetts and Minnesota. Public

funds are being looked after. True accounts
and detailed statements are demanded. Politi-

cians are praising the law in these several

states. A prominent politician in Ohio, who
does not wish to be quoted over his name,
writes me that he opposed the bill to estab-

lish the bureau because he thought it was
unnecessary. Now, he cannot say enough in

praise of the system.

Let's save the city's waste. That's the real

issue. It's not so much the graft that we
want to expose as it is the need of better

methods in handling city funds. The city will

come out of the general shifting of economic
standards, if we tend strictlv to business.


